Team Discussion
Tool

Putting the Pieces Together
Applying a Family-Centered, Problem-Solving Approach to
Family Treatment Court Staffing and Court Hearings

After viewing the family treatment court (FTC) pre-court staffing and court hearing animated videos, use this Team
Discussion tool to explore this topic. For practitioners who participated in this course individually, this tool will help
you facilitate conversation with your team members. For those who participated as a team, use this tool to assess
strengths and challenges while developing initial action steps.
Please join the Live Conversation on May 25, or watch the recording, to hear from two FTC teams applying a familycentered, problem-solving approach to staffing and court hearings. During the Live Conversation, we’ll share a Take
Action tool to help teams shift learning into action and monitor the effect on family outcomes.
Visit our FTC Practice Academy site for all recordings and materials on this topic!
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DEBRIEF THE VIDEOS
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IDENTIFY THE ESSENTIAL PIECES

What stood out to you and your team about these model FTC staffing and court hearing
videos?
How does your practice align with these examples? How does it differ? Do any of the
examples seem unrealistic or impossible to implement? If so, why?
Make a list and discuss all the strategies you saw in the videos that are “family-centered”
and/or “problem-solving.”
What strategies can the team use to ensure Amy and her children receive culturally
responsive services and supports? What additional information do you need to know
about Amy and her children to appropriately identify culturally responsive services?
How does this format for pre-court staffing promote parent engagement and lay the
pathway toward reunification and/or successful case closure?
In the court hearing examples, how did applying a family-centered, problem-solving
approach increase the mother’s engagement in her case plan? How did it guide the family
toward reunification?
What is something you/your team can start doing differently this week to begin
implementing a more family-centered, problem-solving approach?

What partners are currently an active part of your pre-court staffing? What partners may be
missing from your team?
Who develops your pre-court staffing progress/court report? Are all team members
reviewing this progress report prior to staffing? Discuss elements you might include in this
report to set the stage for a family-centered, problem-solving approach to pre-court
staffing.
What does your team discuss during the pre-court staffing? Are members focused on
problem-reporting or problem-solving? How could you begin to shift toward using a problemsolving approach?
How do team members’ assumptions, beliefs, and values about a family’s culture influence
discussions about and expectations of the family?
How does your team decide what information to share and discuss during staffing? How do
they decide who reports the information and when? How often are these decisions
revisited?
When does staffing take place in relation to your FTC hearing (e.g., same day, day before,
etc.)? How much time does the team set aside to discuss each family on the docket?
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APPLYING A FAMILY-CENTERED APPROACH
Has your team revisited shared language choices in FTC documents and conversation to
ensure all members use person-first, non-stigmatizing, behavior-based language when
speaking about (and with) families? What is the process for assuring all members learn
about and use agreed-upon language?
Has your team adopted a broad definition of “family” to include all individuals whom the
child and parent define as family, including immediate family, extended family,
resource/foster parents, and fictive kin?
How does your FTC team ensure that it serves and engages all children, parents, and
families equally regardless of race, ethnicity, gender and gender identity, sexual orientation,
income, geographic location, or other factors associated with the family’s identity?
Does your team discuss the children of FTC parents during pre-court staffing? If not, why
not, and what adjustments can you make to align with this practice?
Does your team discuss parenting time during pre-court staffing? What are the benefits of
discussing the status and progression of parenting time? How could your team move
beyond only giving updates about attendance to share information about the family’s
interaction and bonding?
Are all team members aware of the children’s current placement status and number of days
the children, if removed from their homes, have been in out-of-home care?
Does your pre-court staffing report list the services (health, educational, developmental,
behavioral, therapeutic, etc.) children need and receive?
When a significant need or change in a child’s services arises, does your team discuss the
matter and problem-solve to identify a timely and appropriate solution? For parallel FTCs,
does your team have a timely and effective method to share information and make decisions
with the home court about children, family, and parent/child needs and services?
When the situation calls for a response to behavior, how do team members ensure the
response is therapeutic and takes into consideration the needs of the children, family
members, and the family as a whole (e.g., child care, time management/scheduling,
parenting responsibilities and family time)?
How does your FTC lay the pathway for a family’s reunification and/or successful case
closure?
If your jurisdiction uses child and family team meetings, family group decision making, or other
meetings that center family voice, does the FTC know when these meetings occur, what’s
discussed, and any decisions made? Are these meetings integrated into the FTC’s
processes?
Does your team identify and address all barriers to reunification, or are substance use
disorders (SUDs) the primary or sole focus?
How does the team integrate updates about parenting time and the parent-child
relationship into discussions and decisions?
Does a parent’s progress and graduation from the FTC align with their progress in the
dependency case?
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APPLYING A PROBLEM-SOLVING APPROACH
How does your team respond to parents who do not comply or engage with their case plans?
How does your team discuss the differences between compliance and adherence?
Does your team consider the “why” behind a parent’s behavior? If not, what could you put
into place to make this an explicit discussion?
Do team members provide recommendations to help engage parents and prioritize their
identified needs, versus only problem-reporting? How can your team build upon the parent’s
values, traditions, and cultural beliefs to deliver a tailored and engaging response?
How can shifting from problem-reporting to problem-solving improve how you engage
families?
How might parents and families respond differently to a family-centered, problem-solving
approach?
Does your team maintain records of responses imposed for each participant, examining the
data to ensure that responses to behavior are consistent and fair for individuals and
equitable across all participants and demographic groups?
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PARTICIPATING IN THIS COURSE INDIVIDUALLY?
CONSIDER THESE QUESTIONS:
What is the best way to share the benefits of a family-centered, problem-solving approach
with your team? Are your team members willing to watch the videos and engage in a debrief
session?
How can you model this approach for your team? What can you start doing differently this
week to encourage commitment about this approach from your team?
What support do you need to make this shift? Can you identify one or two team members
who would champion this work with you?
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NEXT STEPS
Identify 1-2 priority action steps your team will focus on following your discussion.
Seek commitment from your steering committee to shift to this enhanced approach.
Join the Live Conversation on May 25, or watch the recording, to connect with peers and
share innovations and inspiration between FTCs.

CONTACT US

Want more information or technical assistance (TA) to become more
family-centered and problem-solving? Email us here!
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